Goulus’ International Shows
The Horsemen Best seller ! More than 700 performances in 31 countries
Three very smart french riders on horses, make a demonstration of training, with a view to participate to the next Olympic games.
Even if sometimes, they are a bit ridiculous, they always keep “The
French Attitude”.
Indoor and outdoor show

TchernOcircuS New Show !
A fantastic mix of burlesque, puppetry and acrobatic feats!
A strange family arrive from the forgotten depths of the eastern block into the
welcoming arms of Europe. Scared yet scary, stunned yet stunning, four semihuman-animal characters offer us an original cabaret without words where all
arts intermingle.
Music, poetry, song, puppetry, dance, acrobatics, magic : all contribute
to move and endear us with these strangers from afar.
An alterity aptly reminding us the need to recognise others in their differences.

Indoor and outdoor show

The Cupids

Best seller ! More than 320 performances in 10 countries
Non speaking show
		
3 handsome and statuesque Greek gods fire their arrows into the
heart of men and women and have them meet. Non speaking show.
Indoor and outdoor show

Kartoons

New Show !

Four amazing audacious runners are engaged in a merciless and
surprising race with their infernal machines. Their objective ? Win at all
costs ! With the lowest speed and the lowest pollution, the race takes
place with a maximum of unusual gags and hilarious twists.
Indoor and outdoor show

French Touch Cabaret

New Show !

« French touch » is a vision on the cabaret style. A burlesque
and poetic moment, punctuated with plays and French songs
along with the accordion and also an onion soup intermission !
With a real piece of French inside !

The Krishnous Best Seller !

More than 430 performances in 10 countries

Three brothers from the Krishnous sect wear out their sandals
across town looking for new followers.
Mystical chants, proselytism and insincerity, everything is allowed
in order for them to convince, recruit the ones they meet or
obtain a little subsidy.
Indoor and outdoor show

Press
The Horsemen - Indian Tour - Pune Times, 3rd March 2016
Jean-Luc Prevost, a famous comedian, performed a ‘circus-puppet’ show recently in front of
Shaniwar Wada. Alliance Francaise Pune and Pune Municipal Corporation had organized the
show and there was a great response by the audience from the city.

The Cupids - Coulisses, Média des Arts de la Rue, July, 4th, 2002
Oh my God, naked men in the fountain !

The Krishnous - L’Illustré, n°20, 2001
« If you meet strange persons with gowns and sandals meditating, chanting the glory of Vishnu,
and doing proselytism, don’t be afraid. This sect does not propose anysingle trip to Sirius, but
only to the constellation of Delirium. »

Les Goulus Company
The company defends an interactive theater with the audience and questions the
traditional role of the actor by giving him the capacity to intervene anywhere in any
place, through engaging contemporary writing.
Les Goulus have many shows in their repertoire : The Cupids, The Tall Dwarves, The Spiders,
The Krishnous, The Horsemen and more recently Molière In All Its Shapes & Sizes, as Street
Theatre or promenade pieces.
MDR !, The Horse Screamer, The Brass Band Fight (co-created with the band SNOB),
Blancass ou p’tit café ? and Pinard et philo de comptoir as staged shows.
Not to mention Yellow Hand in The City as one-off phenomen, The Super Girls created in
2012 and Tomorrow I’m playing at the Olympia created in 2013, Kartoons in 2016 and
TchernOcircuS, in 2017.
The company also enjoys recognition abroad allowing them to continuously evolve their
shows through an interaction with a varied audiences, in different languages, while always
questioning, inventing and sometimes defending their relationship with public spaces.
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